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Abstract: Air traffic networks, where airports are the nodes that interconnect the entire system,
have a time-varying and stochastic nature. An incident in the airport environment may easily
propagate through the network and generate system-level effects. This paper analyses the aircraft
flow through the Airport Transit View framework, focusing on the airspace/airside integrated
operations. In this analysis, we use a dynamic spatial boundary associated with the Extended
Terminal Manoeuvring Area concept. Aircraft operations are characterised by different temporal
milestones, which arise from the combination of a Business Process Model for the aircraft flow and
the Airport Collaborative Decision-Making methodology. Relationships between factors influencing
aircraft processes are evaluated to create a probabilistic graphical model, using a Bayesian network
approach. This model manages uncertainty and increases predictability, hence improving the
system’s robustness. The methodology is validated through a case study at the Adolfo Suárez
Madrid-Barajas Airport, through the collection of nearly 34,000 turnaround operations. We present
several lessons learned regarding delay propagation, time saturation, uncertainty precursors and
system recovery. The contribution of the paper is two-fold: it presents a novel methodological
approach for tackling uncertainty when linking inbound and outbound flights and it also provides
insight on the interdependencies among factors driving performance.
Keywords: airport operations; system congestion; delay propagation; Business Process Modelling;
Bayesian networks
1. Introduction and Motivation
Air transport operations rely on a complex network architecture, where several facilities,
processes and agents are interrelated and interact with each other [1]. In this large-scale and dynamic
system, airports are the interconnection nodes that help aircraft distribution through the network
and transport modal changes for passengers [2]. Therefore, airports represent a fundamental stage
regarding efficiency, safety, passenger experience and sustainable development [3]; although they
are usually a source of capacity constraints for the entire air traffic network [4]. Potential incidents,
failures and delays (due to service disruptions, unexpected events or capacity constraints) may
propagate throughout the different nodes of the network, making it vulnerable [5–7]. This situation
has led to system-wide congestion problems and has worsened due to the strong growth in the number
of airport operations during the last few decades [8].
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The Airport Transit View (ATV) concept describes the “visit” of an aircraft to the airport [9].
This framework connects inbound and outbound flights, providing a tool to optimise airport operations
and to enable more efficient and cost-effective deployment of operator resources. It integrates
airside operations (landing, taxiing, turnaround and take-off) and surrounding airspace operations
(holding, final approach and initial climb) [3,10,11]. Moreover, the Airport Operations Plan (AOP)
guarantees a common, agreed operational strategy between local stakeholders, providing knowledge about
the current situation and detecting deviations [9]. It aims to achieve early decision-making and efficient
management of the aircraft processes. In this sense, the Airport Collaborative Decision-Making (A-CDM)
concept ensures that common situation awareness is reached between stakeholders [9]. Moreover, the
implementation of the 4D-trajectory operational concept in future Air Traffic Management (ATM)
systems will impose the compliance of very accurate arrival times over designated points on aircraft,
including Controlled Times of Arrival (CTAs) at airports [12–14].
Uncertainty of operational conditions (e.g., runway configuration, aircraft performance,
air traffic regulations, airline business models, ground services, meteorological conditions) makes
airspace/airside integrated operations a stochastic phenomenon [15–19]. It is therefore necessary to
define methodological frameworks to improve predictability and reliability of the airspace/airside
integrated operations. Hence, the objective of the study is two-fold: (a) to analyse and characterise the
aircraft flow of processes in order to understand the uncertainty dynamics; and (b) to generate a causal
probabilistic model in order to manage uncertainty in the ATV environment.
2. Background and Contribution
This paper revises two main topics: the characteristics of the airspace/airside integrated flow of
an aircraft and the management of uncertainty regarding airport operations.
A previous literature review about airspace/airside integration illustrated that several prior
studies have dealt with the importance of connectivity at airports [20–24]. The air transport network
is a “time-varying network”, where the links between nodes (i.e., airports) are represented by
flights on a timetable [6]. Most elements in the network are subject to stochastic influence [25,26].
The time-varying and uncertain nature of this network creates a set of “dynamics” that affect the way
airlines, air navigation service providers and airports manage their operations [8,27,28]. Like other
large complex networks, operations at an airport may influence other parts of the system through traffic
flow [29–31]. Moreover, constraints at a particular airport may cause partial network degradation [6].
Hence, the flight cycle through the airport and its surrounding airspace (from inbound to outbound
processes) has a significant impact on service reliability and uncertainty management within the
entire air transport network. This paper revises the linkage between inbound and outbound flights by
assessing aircraft operational flow (turnaround integration in the air traffic network). This approach is
in line with past analyses [24,32–34]. Our main contribution in this field is the construction of a Business
Process Model (BPM) that shapes the airspace/airside integration, by extending the spatial scope
to the Extended Terminal Manoeuvring Area (E-TMA) boundaries. Instead of considering airspace
and airside processes in “isolation”, our approach looks at the cross impacts between operations.
In addition, the statistical characterisation of the different processes enables us to understand the
particularities of the ATV. Aircraft operations are characterised by several temporal milestones,
which arise from the combination of the BPM and A-CDM methodologies [35].
The stochastic nature of air traffic and airport operations at the E-TMA is mainly due to external
uncertainty sources and to the intrinsic variation in the duration of processes [3,6,36]. In order to
ensure continuous traffic demand at runways and maximise airport infrastructure usage, a minimum
level of queuing is required. However, additional time in holdings and buffers may cause incremental
delays, which are detrimental to the efficiency of operations, fuel consumption and environmental
sustainability [11,16,37]. Delay dynamics and their propagation are core elements when assessing
performance [28]. Apart from the associated economic costs [38], delays have a substantial impact
on the schedule adherence of airports and airlines, passenger experience, customer satisfaction and
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system reliability [6,39]. A significant portion of delay generation occurs at airports, where aircraft
connectivity acts as a key driver for delay propagation [31]. Therefore, uncertainty management and
delay propagation affecting internal E-TMA and airport processes have received significant attention
over previous years [4,15,24,32,40,41]. The inherent complexity of the delay propagation problem
(operational uncertainty) and the intrinsic challenges in predicting an entire system’s behaviour
explains the use of different modelling techniques, such as queuing theory [8,42], stochastic delay
distributions [43], propagation trees [29,44,45], periodic patterns [46], chain effect analysis [47],
random forest algorithms [30], statistical approaches [48], non-linear physics [49], phase changes [50]
and dynamic analysis [31]. In this paper, delay propagation patterns and influence variables are
characterised with a Bayesian network (BN) approach, including stochastic parameters to reflect the
inherent uncertainty of the aircraft flow performance at the E-TMA. BNs are graphical probabilistic
models used for reasoning under uncertainty [51,52]. This technique has proven to be an effective
tool for risk assessment, resource allocation and decision analysis [53]. Moreover, BNs have unique
strengths regarding cross inference and visualization [54] and have previously been used to tackle
several air transport issues, such as the efficiency of air navigation service providers [55], wayfinding at
airports [56], delay propagation [57–59], safety [60,61] and the improvement of the aviation supply
chain [62]. Several studies [63–65] have demonstrated the utility of graph theory and BNs as
methodologies for modelling the diffusion of events and incidents from the node level to the system
level (interdependence of multiple factors). Moreover, Liu et al. [66], Liu and Wu [59] and Xu et al. [58]
confirmed that BNs can explain how subsystem level causes propagate to provoke system level effects,
specifically focusing on how delays at an origin airport propagate to create delays at a destination
airport. We seek to manage uncertainty at the source through the development of a tool for better
understanding of hidden dynamics in the airspace/airside integrated operations.
Consequently, the main contribution of the paper to the existing literature in the topic is the
proposal of a methodological approach to (a) understand relationships between procedures at the ATV
stage (development of a process model); (b) identify factors influencing performance; (c) characterise
uncertainty sources; and (d) appraise the cross-dependencies among variables (development of a causal
model). Following this methodological approach, a test case is discussed to obtain tangible outcomes.
3. Materials and Methods
The analysis is divided into two steps. First, we develop a theoretical appraisal of the
aircraft operation within the E-TMA, by characterising the processes and structuring the different
timestamps. We generate a BPM, which is combined and quantified with the A-CDM milestone
approach. This provides us with a conceptual framework for the practical analysis of the ATV flow
(Section 3.1). The second part of the analysis is developed with a practical case study at Adolfo
Suárez Madrid-Barajas (LEMD) Airport (Section 3.2). We characterise the uncertainty sources and
assess the system’s time-efficiency performance. This is achieved by statistically evaluating the
processes that were previously recorded in the first step and by also appraising the behaviour of
uncertainty drivers (Section 3.2.1). After that, a probabilistic causal model is assembled to consider
the interactions between different uncertainty explanatory variables (Section 3.2.2). The operational
relationships that shape this model arise from the previous ATV flow framework. Figure 1 shows
the proposed methodological approach for uncertainty management at the ATV (airspace/airside
integrated operations). It summarizes the relationships among the different analyses and models
described in Section 3.
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3.1. Model for Airspace/Airside Integrated Operations
The evolution of a flight can be described as a sequential flow of events or processes [15,33,67].
Each of these events occurs consecutively, and if any of them are delayed, this may result in subsequent
processes also being delayed (unless certain buffers or “slacks” are added into the times allocated to
the completion of certain events) [6,16]. To analyse the evolution of the aircraft flow and the potential
uncertainty propagation in the successive phases, this paper followed a “milestone approach” by
assigning completion times to each event. This view, in line with the A-CDM method [68], allowed us
to understand the operational performance and the pote tial saturation of the system. Saturation is
here underst od as the la k of capacity at the airport-airspace ystem level to “receive and transmit”
aircraft flows according to a pla ned schedule. In the analys s, we used a spatial boundary associated
with the E-TMA, which allowed us to consider inbound and outbound timestamps. This management
boundary (airport centric limit of 200–500 NM) has already been implemented at multiple airports,
with a horizon that ranges from around 190 NM for Stockholm to 250 NM for Rome and 350 NM
for Heathrow [69]. The E-TMA (and not just the basic on-ground turnaround path at the airport that
connects inbound and outbound flights) was selected to integrate uncertainty propagation in the
airport syste with global impacts in the air traffic network. This approach reflects the interaction
betwe n airport nd irspace processes. The an lysis focused on the aircraft flow–airside operations.
Figure 2 illustra es the main rocesses that take pl ce in the airport environment, using flights (up)
and passenge s (down) as flow gents. It describes the interaction b tween the airspace, airside and
landside operations. Blocks highlighted in green refer to operations included in the spatial scope of the
problem (aircraft flow at the airspace/airside framework). Over time, we restricted actions to tactical
phases (day of operations) in order to consider the primary and initial inefficiencies of the system.
The aim of the study was to describe a “visit” of an aircraft to the E-TMA (Figure 3), as an extension of
the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR)’s ATV concept [9]. This “visit” consists basically of
three separate sections [9]:
• The final approach and inbound ground section of the inbound flight.
• The turnaround process section in which the inbound and the outbound flights are linked.
• The outbound ground section and the initial climb segment of the outbound flight.
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Figure 3. Extension of the ATV concept. Adapted from [9].
The development of the conceptual structure of the aircraft flow within the E-TMA required input
from various s urc s d consist d of four main steps [70]:
1. Review of relevant literature and existing aircraft flow models [3,6,9–11,39].
2. Hierarchical task analysis [71]. This apprais l follows a top-down approa h that incorporates
several sources of information to give a detailed understanding of the processes:
(a) Analysis of operations manuals [72,73], standards and procedures [74–78].
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(b) Observations at Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport (LEMD) during 2016.
(c) Structured communications with relevant stakeholders (Table 1).
3. Initial aircraft process model.
4. Validation of the initial model with the help of subject matter experts (Table 1).
Table 1. List of informants, interviewees and contributors.
Organisation Stakeholder
AENA—Spanish Airport Authority and Airport Manager Airport operator
IBERIA—Member of the International Airlines Group (IAG) Airline
ENAIRE—Spanish Air Navigation Service Provider Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP)
IBERIA Airport Services Ground Handling Agent
DGAC—Spanish General Directorate of Civil Aviation (a public body
answerable to the Ministry of Public Works) Policy maker—Regulator
We employed Unified Modelling Language (UML) to graphically represent the BPM. UML is a
visual modelling tool that can be used to create a pattern of a system [79]. The designed conceptual
structure for the airspace/airside integrated operations is basically a UML sequence diagram (Figure 4).
This framework allowed us to understand the relationships between processes in order to build the
initial process model for the ATV flow and to characterise operational interdependencies in the
subsequent causal model.
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This model was then compared to the operational milestones defined by the A-CDM methodology.
A-CDM aims to improve the overall efficiency of airport operations by optimising the use of resources
and improving the predictability of events. It focuses on aircraft turnaround and pre-departure
sequencing processes [68]. The main goal of the milestones approach is to achieve common situational
awareness by tracking the progress of a flight from the initial planning to the take off. It defines
“timestamps” to enable close monitoring of significant events [68]. The A-CDM implementation
has been proven to provide several benefits in areas such as delay/capacity management, resource
allocation, operational predictability, noise abatement and fuel savings for all major stakeholders,
including airlines, ground handlers and the network manager [35]. Table 2 shows the set of selected
milestones along the progress of the flight using the A-CDM concept.
Table 2. Selected milestones along the flight process (A-CDM concept). Adapted from [68].
Milestone Number Milestone Meaning
M1 EOBT (estimated off-block time)—3 h
M2 EOBT (estimated off-block time)—2 h
M3 Take-off from outstation
M4 Local radar update
M5 Final approach
M6 ALDT (actual landing time)
M7 AIBT (actual in-block time)
M8 Actual ground handling starts
M9 TOBT (target off-block time)
M10 TSAT (target start-up approval time)
M11 Boarding start
M12 ARDT (aircraft ready time)
M13 ASRT (actual start-up request time)
M14 ASAT (actual start-up approval time)
M15 AOBT (actual off-block time)
M16 ATOT (actual take-off time)
To characterise schedule perturbations, we defined delays as “schedule delays”, the difference
between a planned time and the actual time. The term “schedule delay” can refer to a difference in
either the early or late direction [6]. Hence, it can be positive or negative. The milestones in Table 2
allowed us to describe delays. Each actual (A) timestamp could be checked against a scheduled (S)
one, or we could assess times between two milestones (duration of the process). Therefore, five main
delay measures (perturbations in operational efficiency) were considered in the characterisation of the
ATV stage:
• Arrival delay: ALDT-SLDT.
• Taxi-in delay: Actual taxi-in duration (AIBT-ALDT) versus scheduled taxi-in duration (SIBT-SLDT)
• Turnaround delay: Actual turnaround time (AIBT-AOBT) versus scheduled turnaround time
(SIBT-SOBT)
• Taxi-out delay: Actual taxi-out duration (AOBT-ATOT) versus scheduled taxi-out duration (SOBT-STOT)
• Departure delay: The sum of arrival upstream delay (reactionary) and the aggregated delay at the
on-ground stage: system delay (primary delay), which is composed of taxi-in, turnaround and
taxi-out delays. Hence, four mutually exclusive and complementary stages were evaluated to
characterise the system’s schedule adherence: arrival, taxi-in, turnaround and taxi-out.
Consequently, departure delays result from various reasons, such as “inherited” arrival lateness,
delayed ground processes and/or disturbed ground operations. Interdependencies exist and may
affect the delay chain. Existing reactionary delay may result in an even increased follow-up delay
due to scarce resources at the airport [7]. We also considered four more measures that were already
included in the main delays: (a) excess approach queuing time; (b) start-up delay (ASAT-TSAT); (c) push
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delay (AOBT-ASAT) and (d) Air Traffic Flow and Capacity Management (ATFCM) delay. The first one of
these factors was included in the arrival delay, while the other three were included in the turnaround
delay. The start-up delay assessed slowness in the scheduled start-up time, while push delay illustrates
the difference in time between the actual start-up approval permission by the Air Traffic Controller
(ATC) and the off-block operation. ATFCM delay is due to flow and capacity regulations in which
aircraft are held on ground, preventing them from encountering airborne delays during which fuel is
burnt and emissions are produced [80].
By combining the BPM and the milestone approach, Figure 5 shows a conceptual diagram for the
E-TMA operational environment (airport-airspace stage). This diagram allows us to
• Determine significant events to track the progress of a flight (arrival, landing, taxi-in, turnaround,
taxi-out and departure) and the distribution of these key events as milestones.
• Ensure linkage between arriving and departing flights.
• Assess time efficiency performance, which is measured for each milestone or between
two milestones.
• Enable early decision-making when there are disruptions to an event.
• Appraise the operational relationships and interdependences between processes that will shape
the structure of the causal model for uncertainty management (identify variables).
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3.2. Case Study for Uncertainty Characterisation and Management at the ATV
3.2.1. Statistical Characterisation of Processes and Uncertainty Drivers at the ATV
Uncertainty sources at the ATV stage were appraised with a case study at Adolfo Suárez
Madrid-Barajas Airport (LEMD) which has been integrated in the A-CDM program since 2014.
The methodology could be nevertheless applied to other airports by adjusting the model to the
infrastructure characteristics, the operational pattern and the available data. Figure 6 shows the
layout of LEMD, with four runways (36L-18R, 36R-18L, 32L-14R, 32R-14L), four terminal areas (T123,
T4T4S, general aviation and cargo) and 163 aircraft parking stands [81]. The operational preferential
configuration at LEMD is the north configuration, with arrivals from runways 32L/32R and departures
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from runways 36L/36R. The non-preferential configuration (south) has arrivals from runways 18L/18R
and departures from runways 14L/14R. Night flights (between 11 p.m. and 7 a.m. local time) use 32R
(arrivals) and 36L (departures) for the north configuration and 18L (arrivals) and 14L (departures) for
the south configuration [81]. LEMD can be considered a major connecting hub, where several airlines
have a significant presence at the airport with a business model for transferring passengers between
arriving and departing flights [82].
The observation period corresponds to July and August 2016, when 67,678 aircraft movements
(arrivals and departures) were registered at LEMD. Therefore, a collection of nearly 34,000 turnaround
operations was used to describe the aircraft flow characteristics, through a statistical analysis of the
processes. The size of the sample allowed us not only to perform a representative post operational
analysis but also to develop reliable predictions regarding schedule adherence and to study the
interdependencies between the turnaround processes and the different involved variables.
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The data preparati n phase covered all activities required to arrange the final dataset from
the initial raw eteorological, radar a d irport operational data, including locating and refining
erroneous measurements. As shown in Table 3, the final dat set included information about airport
infrastructure allocated to each operation, airline and aircraft characteristics, flight details, route origin
and destination, operational times (milestones and duration of processes), regulations, causes of delay
and meteorological features. Data regarding the aircraft and the flight (type, call sign and registration
number) enabled us to link the inbound and outbound movements, assessing their “turnaround”
operation (i.e., trace the airport–airspace integrated operations).
Each of the elements included in the final dataset (Table 3) was statistically appraised and fitted
to a probability density function. Six different statistical distributions were found to be candidates:
Weibull, Gamma, Beta, Gumbel, F and Normal. The K-S test and χ2 goodness-of-fit test were used
to ensure the “power” of curve fitting [83]. Fricke and Schultz [32] and Wu [6] previously found
this procedure to be efficient when analysing on-ground processes. When a parametric distribution
could not properly describe the data, we used a Kernel density estimation approach to obtain a
nonparametric representation of the probability density function of the variable [84]. See Figures 7
and 8 for some examples.
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Table 3. Information included in the final dataset (obtained from raw data or derived from it).
Type of Data Information
Airport infrastructure Runway and stand use (terminal area).Runway declared capacity (arrivals, departures and total).
Airline Operator, type (low cost carrier/network/cargo/general aviation) and associatedhandling agent.
Aircraft Model, wake turbulence category (super heavy/heavy/medium/light),size (narrow/wide body) and registration number.
Flight Flight number, type (commercial or private) and Air Traffic Control (ATC) call sign.
route Origin and destination, category (Domestic/European/Long Haul).
Operational times & regulations
Date, aircraft milestones (from the E-TMA entrance to its exit: approach, on-ground
turnaround and climb), timestamps (schedule adherence), duration of processes,
holding patterns, aircraft separation, number of aircraft queuing for the inbound
traffic flow and ATFCM regulations.
Arrival congestion Arrival Sequencing and Metering Area (ASMA) additional time (average arrivalrunway queuing time on the inbound traffic flow, during congestion periods).
Throughput (airspace and airside) E-TMA throughput (movements per hour), runway throughput (movementsper hour).
Meteorology Wind (direction and intensity), visibility, RVR (runway visual range), clouds (typeand amount), temperature, atmospheric pressure and presence of fog.
Delay causes Delay causes according to the codes developed by IATA [74]
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Distribution fitting has four main objectives: (a) to characterise the operational environment
(e.g., duration and starting time for each process); (b) to apprais delays, uncert i ies an their
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statistical behaviour; (c) to use probability distributions as a tool for dealing with uncertainty in
order to make informed decisions and predictions (e.g., cumulative density functions can be used
for allocating turnaround and buffer times); and (d) to model uncertainty sources when feeding the
causal model that is developed later. As an example, Figure 9 shows the analysis for the turnaround
stage (actual process length and in-block/off-block adherence) as it was found to be essential when
assessing the system’s ability to absorb delays [16]. Although the sample was rather heterogeneous
(a range of 746 min, due to aircraft parked overnight), almost 67% of its turnaround operations last less
than 120 min. Thirty-four percent of operations fall within the interval from 30 to 60 min. The mean,
median and mode for the turnaround’s length are 166 min, 78 min and 54 min, respectively. For the
purpose of our paper, aircraft turnaround activities were treated aggregately as a “single” process or
“black box”. This approach provided us with a “macro” view of aircraft turnaround operations and
simplified the observation and modelling work needed to study interdependencies in the subsequent
causal analysis [6].
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Figure 10 illustrates the “pure” turnaround delay (without considering ATFCM regulations)
characteristics. A delay at the “pure” turnaround stage could adequately be represented with a normal
distribution (µ = 0.9 min, σ = 30.3 min), and is expressed with the following probability density function:
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Fitting turnaround characteristic times to a statistical distribution may help in the definition
of an operational buffer or “slack” (balancing trade-offs between schedule punctuality and aircraft
utilisation) with the final objective of absorbing arrival delay. When designing the optimal turnaround
time, curve fitting should be adjusted to different clusters (types of fleets, airline operators, routes),
as each of them presents different patterns.
Figure 11 represents a plot of the quantiles of the sample data (“pure” turnaround delay) versus
the theoretical quantiles values from a standard normal distribution. The plot appears linear between
−2 and 2 times the standard deviation (95% of the distribution). Therefore, the metric related to
“pure” turnaround delay was described with a normal distribution for reasonable operational times
(−20 min to 100 min). The rest of the data can be understood as outliers (unusual operations) that
distort the distribution.
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3.2.2. Causal Model for Uncertainty Management at the ATV
The study was completed with a causal analysis through a Bayesian network (BN) approach,
which aimed to understand the interdependencies between factors influencing schedule adherence
and uncertainty management (drivers and predictors).
A BN is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) in which each node denotes a random variable and
each arc denotes a direct dependence between variables (nodes that are not connected symbolize
variables that are conditionally independently of each other) [85]. The DAG that results from the
construction of a BN is quantified through a series of conditional probabilities based on the data or
information available on the system or problem. It defines the factorization of a joint probability
distribution by the variables represented in the DAG [54,86,87]. The factorization is represented by
the directed links in the DAG [88]. That is, each node is associated with a probability function that
takes (as input) a particular set of values for the node’s parent variables, and gives (as output) the
probability (or probability distribution, if applicable) of the variable represented by the node [87].
Therefore, the BN model structure (nodes and arcs) encodes conditional dependence relationships
between the random variables. Each random variable is associated with a set of local probability
distributions (parameters in the Conditional Probability Tables, CPT). The probability information
in a BN is specified via these local distributions [54]. Consequently, a BN is a pair (G, P), where G is
the DAG defined by a set of nodes x (the random variables), and P = {p(x1Špi1), . . . p(xnŠpin)} is a set
of n conditional probability densities (CPD), one for each variable. pii is the set of parents of node xi
Aerospace 2018, 5, 59 13 of 31
in G. Set P defines the associated joint probability density of all nodes with the following equation
(the chain rule for BNs) [52,85]:
p(x) = p (x1, . . . , xn) =
n
∏
i=1
p (xi|pi(xi)) (2)
Graph G contains all of the qualitative information about the relationships between the variables,
regardless of the probability values assigned to them. Additionally, the probabilities in P contain
quantitative information, i.e., they complement the qualitative properties revealed by the graphical
structure [54,86,87]. Figure 12 gives a basic example of a BN, where X2 and X3 are parent nodes of X4
(child node for X2 and X3). The probability distribution of X4 depends exclusively on the value of its
parent variables (X2 and X3), i.e., X4 is conditionally independent of X1 given knowledge of X2 and X3.
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Figure 12. Example of causal inference in a Bayesian network (BN).
A BN can be constructed either manually, based on knowledge and experience acquired from
previous studies and literature, or automatically from data [85]. In this study, the selection of variables
(Table 4) was constrained by the availability of data. We used the elements (timestamps, meteorological
features, aircraft and airline data, flight details, operational characteristics and airport configuration)
that were analysed and modelled throughout the study. The proposed construction process for the BN
is depicted in Figure 13.
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The first step in the BN construction process was to generate a correlation matrix for the variables
involved in order to assess the correlation among pairs (regression analysis). Nevertheless, correlation
does not imply causation [89]. Although, in a BN model, it is not strictly necessary to include directed
links in the model following a causal interpretation, it does make the model much more intuitive,
eases the process of getting the dependence and independence relations right, and significantly facilities
the process of eliciting the conditional probabilities of the model [85]. Therefore, proper modelling
of causal relationships (i.e., the directed links represent causal relations) is helpful for the model
construction. For our purpose, causality was understood as follows: a variable X was said to be a
direct cause of Y if the value of X was set by force. The value of Y may change and there is no other
variable Z that is a direct cause of Y, such that X is a direct cause of Z (see Pearl’s work for details) [89].
The discretization of variables was based on the statistical characterization previously developed.
It is a crucial step to improve the model’s accuracy, especially with “time” nodes (e.g., when a node
represents a delay in the process, discretization must ensure that we neither lose information, nor
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consider an excess of states). In some “target” nodes (e.g., departure delay), the discretization was
made not only according to data distribution but also to potential operational objectives (e.g., the
±3 min threshold for departure punctuality set by SESAR’s performance metrics [90]).
Subsequently, a data-driven process was used to build the BN, applying a Bayesian search (BS)
algorithm [85,91]. This algorithm essentially follows a hill climbing procedure (guided by a scoring
heuristic) with random restarts. It has been proven to be highly effective in inter-causal propagation
problems like the one we were facing [92,93]. The BS algorithm uses the BDeu (Bayesian–Dirichlet
equivalent uniform) function as the network scoring function in its search for the optimal graph.
It measures how well its structure probabilistically represents the data used to build it. This scoring
function is a common tool for selecting between different statistical models and it represents the
goodness of fit of the model to observed data [94]. Apart from this scoring metric, network candidates
were also judged based on several criteria, including network structure simplicity (with simpler
networks preferred) and the ease by which the network could be implemented in simulations of ATV
operations. Basically, we reach a trade-off between simplicity (minimum number of nodes required
to perform accurate predictions) and the inclusion of all the significant nodes (to be able to appraise
their influence).
The final step consisted of validating the network structure with the judgment of key experts
in the field (detailed in Table 1). The final architecture presented in Figure 14 was hence determined
by applying the BS algorithm (including variable discretization and validation) and then refining it
with previous knowledge (inputs from the subject experts). The nodes in Figure 14 refer to Error!
Reference source not found. Therefore, our model was built through a combination of a data-driven
process and practical adjustments, in order to obtain a model reflecting reality. We developed a
statistical significance test on pairs of nodes connected by an arc in the BN. Associations between the
nodes were statistically significant at p = 0.02.
Table 4. List of variables represented in the causal model (nodes at the BN).
Node Number Meaning Node Number Meaning
1 Amount of clouds 26
Terminal area (T1/T2/T3/T4/T4S/cargo
area/general aviation area)—associated to
stand location (ramp)
2 Type of clouds 27 Scheduled turnaround time (SOBT–SIBT)
3 Visibility 28 Actual turnaround time (AOBT–AIBT)
4 Wind direction 29 Actual “pure” turnaround time (withoutconsidering ATFCM delay)
5 Wind intensity 30 Turnaround delay for the operation
6 Aircraft queuing at ASMA 60 NM 31 “Pure” turnaround delay for the operation
7
Throughput (aircraft landed) in the
previous hour, when aircraft reaches
ASMA 60 NM
32 System delay for the operation
8 Additional ASMA time (60 NM) 33 Existence of ATFCM regulation for this flight
9 Aircraft queuing at ASMA 40 NM 34 ATFCM delay for the operation
10
Throughput (aircraft landed) in the
previous hour, when aircraft reaches
ASMA 40 NM
35 Scheduled taxi-out time
11 Additional ASMA time (40 NM) 36 Actual taxi-out time (ATOT–AOBT)
12 Amount of holding patterns 37 Taxi-out delay for the operation
13 E-TMA arrival transit time 38 Departure configuration (north/south)
14 Arrival configuration (north/south) 39 Departure runway
15 Arrival runway 40 Route destination(domestic/European/long-haul)
16 Route origin(domestic/European/long-haul) 41
Departure time–associated with ATOT
(morning/afternoon/evening/night)
17 Arrival time–associated with ALDT(morning/afternoon/evening/night) 42 Departure delay for the operation
Aerospace 2018, 5, 59 15 of 31
Table 4. Cont.
18 Arrival delay for the operation 43 Existence of delay according to the IATAcoding system [74]
19 Scheduled taxi-in time 44 Air Traffic Management related codes [74]
20 Actual taxi-in time (AIBT–ALDT) 45 Aircraft related delay codes [74]
21 Taxi-in delay for the operation 46 Airline related delay codes [74]
22 Type of airline operator (lowcost/network/cargo/general aviation) 47 Airport related delay codes [74]
23 Aircraft size (narrow body/wide body) 48 Meteorology related delay codes [74]
24 Wake-turbulence category (H/M/L)
49 Other delay codes [74]
25 Handling agent
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The BN structure is represented in Figure 14 using the tool GeNIe [91]. The thickness of an arc
represents the strength of influence between two directly connected nodes. We used two measures of
distance between distributions to validate results: Euclidean and Hellinger [95].
The BN was organised in different layers attending to the nature of the data (see Table 3 and
colours in Figure 14 identifying set of factors). This classification allowed us to understand the causal
relationships among influence parameters. The aim was to organise the analysis of the impact for each
category when assessing causality and managing uncertainty.
• Nodes 1–5 represent meteorological conditions.
• Nodes 6–13 include data regarding the arrival airspace: timestamps and congestion metrics
(throughput, queues and holdings).
• Nodes 14–15, 26 and 38–39 illustrate infrastructure information.
• Nodes 16, 22–25 and 40 refer to operator, aircraft, route and flight data.
• Nodes 17–21, 27–37 and 41–42 include data regarding airside operational times and regulations.
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• Nodes 43–49 represent delay causes according to the IATA coding system [74].
Due to the conditional dependence relationships of the variables within the network, BNs offer the
ability to either predict or diagnose (i.e., they can determine effects and causes). Therefore, two main
scenarios reflect the utility of the model in uncertainty management:
• Scenario 1 (forward/inter-causal scenario). The model predicts departure delay (output-child
node) by setting the probability of having a certain configuration, i.e., by setting one or more
parent-input nodes.
• Scenario 2 (backward inference). The model delivers a particular configuration in the parent
nodes by setting the delay node to a target value. It provides understanding about the main
contributors to delay (if delay is settled to a high positive value) or what configuration optimises
operations (if delay is settled to a negative value).
Hence, the causal model (BN) can be used as a decision-making tool for resource allocation and
for optimisation of operational strategies regarding delay management. Nevertheless, it is not always
possible to act on all the parameters (e.g., runway configuration is set by wind direction) or combine
all the variables (e.g., terminal areas are assigned to specific airline alliances).
We performed a k-fold cross-validation procedure for the BN results [96]. The original sample
was partitioned into k equal sized subsamples. Of the k subsamples, a single subsample was retained
as the validation data for testing the model, and the remaining k − 1 subsamples were used as
training data. The training and test subsamples were randomly selected from the complete dataset.
We set k = 10; hence, a sub-sample of 90% of the observations was selected to train/build the model
structure (i.e., establish the model’s ability to explain delay propagation). The remaining 10% of the
data was set aside to test the accuracy of the predictions made by the model (i.e., to test the model’s
predictive capacity). The cross-validation process was then repeated k times (the folds) with each of
the k subsamples used exactly once as the validation data.
Figure 15 shows the receiver operating characteristic curves (ROCs) which illustrate the model’s
diagnostic ability by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate at various threshold
settings [91,96,97]. The best possible prediction method will yield a point in the upper left corner
[coordinate (0,1)] of the ROC space, representing 100% sensitivity (no false negatives) and 100%
specificity (no false positives). Points above the diagonal line represent good classification results
(better than random).
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The appraised scenarios provide promising results regarding the model’s ability to manage
uncertainty (by explaining the system’s performance and predicting delay propagation). The test
error ranged between 6% and 17%, with an average value of 10%. The highest test error appeared
in cases with extreme values for delays and uncertainty sources. This suggests that over-sampling
(i.e., deliberate selection of individuals of a rare type for the training set), instead of random sampling,
could be a good methodological improvement in future works.
4. Results and Discussion
This section illustrates the outcomes that have arisen from previous models: (1) the operational
framework for the ATV stage (including the statistical characterisation of processes and uncertainty
drivers); and (2) the causal model for uncertainty management (BN). These tools allowed us to
understand the hidden dynamics of the airspace/airside integrated operations for the case study.
Figure 16 depicts the linkage between the methodological approach (Section 3) and the results of the
analysis (Section 4).
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4.1. Operational Characterisation for the Case Study
This section presents the results that arose from the characterisation of uncertainty at the ATV
framework for the case study developed at Madrid Airport (LEMD). Figure 17a shows the demand
profile against the declared capacity of the airport for the 22 July 2016, which was selected as the
baseline day scenario following IATA’s definition of a busy day [98]. Figure 17b depicts the accumulated
hourly delay for arrival and departure operations. Meanwhile, Figure 18 illustrates the evolution of
the (a) arrival and (b) departure average hourly delay over the day (with intervals of one standard
deviation), for the complete sample of operations. These figures show hours in Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC). During summer (observation period), the local time in Madrid is “UTC + 2 h”.
Figure 17 shows that the arrival accumulated hourly delay presented two peak periods (11–13 and
19–21), with higher levels at the end of the day. Meanwhile, the departure delay rose as traffic demand
reached capacity (near the hub operational windows). Moreover, Figure 18a illustrates that arrival
average hourly delay increased and accumulated its impact over the day, due to the network effect.
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The departure delay (Figure 18b) did not completely follow the arrival delay patterns, which implies
that the airport-airspace system is at times somehow capable of absorbing a fraction of the arrival
delay across the rotation stage. We analysed this aptitude by studying three mutually exclusive and
complementary stages: taxi-in, turnaround and taxi-out (Figure 19).
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There was only a clear potential relationship between the arrival delay and time recovery in the
case of the turnaround stage (Figure 19b). Unimpeded taxi times can only be as short as the physics of
the process allows, but can grow large in the event of a slow taxi operation [17]. Therefore, the main
opportunities to recover arrival delays arise at the turnaround stage. Moreover, as can be seen in
Figure 20a, events of longer duration (arrival and turnaround) are the ones that contribute the most
to departure delay, and therefore, to potential operational saturation of the airport. These stages are
the most predisposed to generate delays, but also have greater possibility of recovery. Delay during
taxiing processes does not reach large levels in absolute terms compared to other stages, but it can be
relatively significant in situations of congestion or at certain times—at the beginning and end of the
day for taxi-in and midday for taxi-out (Figure 20b).
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Figure 20. (a) Contribution of each stage to departure hourly average delay (min/operation);
and (b) evolution of average taxiing hourly delay (min/operation) throughout the day.
Figure 20a shows large positive delays at 1 UTC due to the sample size, which was limited for
operations registered at this hour. The presence of several flights with an inherited reactionary lateness
of more than 75 min has great impact on the average registered delay. Furthermore, these late inbound
operations display turnaround inefficiencies that are related to the airport operational schedule overrun
(aircraft landing and passengers disembarking at irregular hours, at sub-optimally allocated gates).
However, these flights are particularly active in recovering time at the ASMA (additional ASMA
60 NM times are negative), helped by the fact that these are l w congested hours. Arrival delays grow
throughout the day due to the network effect; schedule adherence is achieved in the early hours of the
day, but efficiency in handling the aircraft arrival flow is progressively degraded.
Figure 21a illustrates the system’s ability to absorb delay and recover schedule adherence through
the “pure” turnaround stage (without considering ATFCM delay). We focused on medium-short
delays (between +60 min and −60 min delay in arrival), since, for other thresholds, the relationship is
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not so illustrative (causes for long delays are more related to irregular operations than to inefficiencies).
Figure 21b depicts this ability for the baseline day scenario.
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(22 July 2016).
We found a strong negative correla ion (R2 = 0.733) b tween the arrival d lay and tur around
delay, which as statistically significant at the p = 0.02 level. The tur a oun step is elastic en gh to
som how adapt itself to a rival d ay—when the arrival delay increased by 1 min, turnaround delay
decreased by approx mately by 0.8 min. The system r sponds to arrival delay through time buffers
or by reducing operational times (improving efficiency), nd henc , on ground turnaround partially
absorbs the arrival delay. The elasticity of turnaround delay with respect to arrival delay depends
on the type of operation (hour, airline, aircraft and route). Low cost carriers (LCCs) at midday hours
and network carriers (NCs) with high scheduled turnaround times present the highest potential for
recovery. Negative values in arrival delay usually result in positive turnaround delay values due to
slot adherence (LEMD is a coordinated airport). Data do not demonstrate a clear positive relationship
between delay (at the different stages) and the number of operations. Nevertheless, the correlation
becomes stronger and statistically significant during congested hours (when the airport operates near
its declared capacity). The elasticity of the “pure” turnaround delay with respect to arrival delay
changes depends on the number of operations. Its threshold of less than 20 operations/h shows
the higher potential for arrival delay recovery. Table 5 includes relevant information with respect to
traffic mix and infrastructure utilization in order to better understand the discussion about the test
cases results.
We analysed the operational pattern at the ATV stage through statistical characterization of
the different processes that were previously identified with the BPM and the A-CDM milestone
approach. The aim was to assess the amount of uncertainty in the system and its ability to “receive
and transmit” aircraft flow with adherence to the expected schedule. Time efficiency performance was
measured for each milestone (when scheduled and actual timestamps were available) or between two
milestones (to assess the length of the process). We appraised the durations of processes, disturbances
at their start/end times and delays. Table 6 illustrates the basic statistical data for the most relevant
metrics. These data allowed us to characterise and model the processes (by fitting the duration or the
starting time accuracy of the process to a statistical distribution) and derive performance indicators.
Nevertheless, when designing optimal operational strategies, this average analysis should be adjusted
to different clusters (types of fleets, airline operators, runway configurations, routes), as each of them
presents different patterns. The influence of the different factors affecting time efficiency was addressed
with the causal model (BN), and will be discussed in Section 4.2.
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Table 5. Relevant features regarding traffic mix and infrastructure utilization for the case study.
Arrival
Configuration Arrival Runway Terminal Area Most Used Parking Stands
Fleet Mix (Wake
Turbulence Category) [99] Traffic Share Origin Departure Configuration Departure Runway Destination
North (76%) 32L (34%)32R (66%)
T4-T4S (55%)
T123 (45%) Ramps 10–11–12 (41%)
Super heavy (0.2%)
Heavy (15.9%)
Medium (83.5%)
Light (0.4%)
NCs (69%)
LCCs (29%)
Cargo (1%)
General aviation (1%)
Domestic (34%)
European (48%)
Long haul (18%)
North (90%)
South (10%)
36L (44%)
36R (46%)
14L (5%)
14R (5%)
Domestic (33%)
European (48%)
Long haul (19%)
South (24%) 18L (64%)18R (36%)
T4-T4S (54%)
T123 (46%) Ramps 10-11–12 (44%)
Super heavy (0.1%)
Heavy (9.7%)
Medium (90.1%)
Light (0.1%)
NCs (67%)
LCCs (31%)
Cargo (1%)
General aviation (1%)
Domestic (34%)
European (55%)
Long haul (11%)
North (28%)
South (72%)
36L (14%)
36R (14%)
14L (40%)
14R (32%)
Domestic (35%)
European (53%)
Long haul (12%)
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Table 6. Statistical characterisation of the aircraft flow through the airspace/airside integrated operations.
Metric Mean Value (µ) and Standard Deviation (σ)
E-TMA transit time µ = 29.6 min, σ = 10.0 min
Additional ASMA 40 NM. Excess in approach queuing time µ = 1.3 min, σ = 2.2 min
ASMA 40 NM transit time µ = 13.6 min, σ = 3.7 min
Arrival delay µ = 8.3 min, σ = 30.5 min
Taxi-in delay µ = 0.3 min, σ = 2.2 min
Actual taxi-in time µ = 8.9 min, σ = 3.6 min
In-block adherence (AIBT-SIBT) µ = 8.6 min, σ = 30.6 min
Turnaround delay µ = 4.8 min, σ = 28.2 min
Actual turnaround time µ = 165.6 min, σ = 179.7 min
Push delay µ = 3.2 min, σ = 8.9 min
Start-up delay µ = −1.2 min, σ = 16.5 min
Off-block adherence (AOBT–SOBT) µ = 13.4 min, σ = 25.7 min
Taxi-out delay µ = 0.9 min, σ = 4.4 min
Actual taxi-out time µ = 16.6 min, σ = 5.3 min
System delay (primary delay) µ = 5.8 min, σ = 28.6 min
Departure delay (total delay) µ = 14.1 min, σ = 26.5 min
When analysing flight delays, it should be noted that causes of short delays are often quite different
from causes of long delays [7,100], which is why Figure 22 includes “sample outliers” (observations
that are markedly different in value from the others of the sample). We define an outlier (for each
metric) to be any observation outside the range [Q1 − k(Q3 − Q1), Q3 + k(Q3 − Q1)], with k = 1.5 [101],
where Q1 and Q3 are the lower and upper quartiles respectively. The first quartile, denoted by Q1, is the
median of the lower half of the dataset. This means that about 25% of the observations in the dataset
lie below Q1 and about 75% lie above Q1. The third quartile, denoted by Q3, is the median of the upper
half of the dataset. This means that about 75% of the observations in the dataset lie below Q3 and about
25% lie above Q3. During the analysis, these outliers (that could be due to faulty data or potential
non-representative operations) might be excluded from the main sample, because of the possibility of
biased results [they have an impact on the mean value (µ) and on the range (spread of data increases)].
Nevertheless, for items which are highly cantered at zero with wide variation (Figure 22), these outliers
are important for the analysis, as they provide significant operational information.Aerospace 2018, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW  23 of 31 
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Figures 20–22 consider negative values, which correspond to early schedule delays.
Schedule delays (difference between a planned time and the actual time) are common occurrences in
airline and airport operations, given the multiple agents involved, the stochastic nature of operating
times, and the unexpected disruptions in tasks. “Negative” delays occur when the schedule is running
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close to plans and can cause issues for airport operations, e.g., disrupting the sequencing of flights
and the allocation of resources (gates, handling equipment), especially during peak hours at busy
airports [6]. “Positive” flight delays often cause significant problems for all the involved stakeholders,
e.g., they affect the operational and financial performance of airports and airlines, schedule adherence
and use of resources, passenger experience and satisfaction, and system reliability [2,6]. In our case
study, data showed an increase in negative delays for the “pure” turnaround process at the following
time frames: 4–6, 15–17 and 20–21. This corresponded to time efficiency recovery periods after the hub
operational windows.
4.2. Cross-Influences at the ATV Stage
This section discusses the results that arose from the cross-influence analysis performed with
the BN model. We aimed to understand how the diverse network layers that shape the BN structure
(see Figure 14) affect the rest of interconnected nodes.
BNs have proven to be an excellent method to assess the airport operational saturation
problem for different reasons: (a) their construction allows combination between data and expert
knowledge/judgment; (b) inference can be performed efficiently in models with a large number of
variables; (c) they develop a probabilistic approach to manage uncertainty and assess decision-making,
which is consistent with the treatment of stochastic processes; (d) they allow cross-inference
(several control variables) for deriving conclusions under uncertainty, where multiple sources of
information and complex interaction patterns are involved; and (e) they are “white boxes”, in the
sense that the model’s components (variables, links, probability and utility parameters) are open to
interpretation, which makes it possible to perform a whole range of different analyses of the network
(e.g., causal interactions, conflict analysis, (in)dependence analyses, sensitivity analysis, and value of
information analysis).
The BN model allowed us to obtain valuable conclusions regarding uncertainty, delay and time
saturation patterns (propagation dynamics, precursors and characteristics). Some of the lessons learned
include information about the following:
• Main delay triggers and their quantitative influences, e.g., a high amount of arrivals at early hours
of the day, congestion at ASMA and E-TMA, bad weather conditions, tight scheduled duration of
processes, LCCs operating domestic flights, changes in runway configuration, departure rates
approaching runway capacity, and the existence of external delay causes (traffic flow restrictions,
aircraft technical problems, crew schedule adherence requisites).
• Ability of processes to compress themselves and achieve punctuality (potential for recovery),
e.g., the overall turnaround delay decreases at a higher rate when the airport throughput is
below the threshold of 20 operations/h, taxiing processes reduce their delay at certain runway
configurations, longer scheduled turnarounds at midday and late evening act as time-efficiency
“protectors” for the system, the unconstrained duration of airspace processes reaches a limit when
the airport is operating near its declared capacity, and certain airlines are especially active in
recovering arrival delay on the ground (reducing duration of processes).
The uncertainty of approach conditions makes traffic supply to runways a stochastic phenomenon.
Hence, to ensure continuous traffic demand and maximise runway usage, a minimum level of queuing
is required. Figure 23a illustrates the average landing rate (aircraft/h) as a function of the number of
queuing aircraft at LEMD. It shows that the average landing rate stabilises once there are approximately
21 queuing aircraft and stays at around 40–41 aircraft/h. Therefore, any further approaches may lead
to congestion and will not result in an improvement in the landing rate. Symmetrically, if we look
at the departure process, the uncertainty of take-off conditions requires a minimum level of surface
queuing to maximize runway usage. Pujet et al. [102] evaluated surface congestion by considering the
take-off rate of an airport as a function of the number of aircraft taxiing out. Figure 23b depicts this
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relationship for LEMD, where the departure rate stabilizes at around 37–38 aircraft/h once there are
approximately 36 departing aircraft on the ground (any further pushbacks may lead to congestion).
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take-off rate as a function of the number of departing aircraft on the ground.
There is no stable relationship between the number of aircraft queuing at arrival and the runway
departure rate per hour, beyond the fact that the two of them increase during peak hours. This means
that, during the observation period, arrivals and departures were not limiting each other, apart from
the declared capacity and the operational procedures. Nevertheless, during high delay periods,
a cross-relationship was found that was statistically significant between arrival and departure processes,
especially between the number of aircraft taxiing out and (a) the number of aircraft queuing for
approach; (b) the number of flights with holding patterns and (c) the ASMA additional time.
Regarding airspace processes (E-TMA transit time, ASMA transit time and approach time),
their durations during non-congested hours were rather inelastic with respect to arrival delay.
Meanwhile, during congested hours, data showed a positive and statistically significant relationship
between arrival delay and the number of aircraft queuing for landing, and between arrival delay and
the number of flights with holding patterns. Therefore, the approach stage and its procedures proved
to have substantial importance in reactionary delay and schedule adherence when the airport was
operating near its declared capacity. Beyond the threshold of 20 arrivals/h, the arrival delay increased
with the ASMA additional time, which, in turn, increased with the number of flights suffering holding
patterns. The additional ASMA time and the number of flights with holding patterns almost stopped
increasing when the landing rate reached 40 aircraft/h. This phenomenon is related to the airport’s
arrival capacity limit.
As expected, bad weather conditions (high wind intensity and low visibility) had a considerable
and statistically significant impact on delays, especially on those related to airspace processes, such as
the E-TMA transit time, ASMA transit time and approach time. This conclusion also arose when
separation between aircraft (measured at the Initial Approach Fix or at the runway threshold)
significantly increased (over one standard deviation) above average values.
Regarding the influence of airport layout, the highest actual taxiing times resulted from the
combination of north runway configuration and the use of the T123 terminal area and its associated
stands. Conversely, the best opportunities for time-recovery at the taxiing stage (lowest taxiing delays)
were found with the north configuration and the use of the T4/4S terminal area. Moreover, changes in
runway configuration triggered an increment in actual taxiing times in the 30 min following the swift
(delay was increased by 10%, on average). The runway configuration is associated with the dominant
wind direction and the use of certain aircraft parking stands is related to the airline alliance that
operates at each terminal area. Therefore, delay absorption strategies related to airport infrastructure
use may not always be applicable. Nevertheless, our data showed that, within the same runway
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configuration, the use of different parallel runways could limit taxiing times (e.g., when T4T4S is
assigned and the airport operates in north configuration, arrivals from runway 32R—and therefore,
approaches coming from the east airspace suffer from a lower amount of taxi-in delays).
The quantitative influence of the different uncertainty sources was assessed by defining thresholds
in the values of those variables that could cause a significant increase in the probability of having
operational disruptions. Table 7 illustrates main departure delay precursors for each BN layer and
their associated thresholds—when these conditions are reached, the probability of having a departure
delay above 15 min is higher than 60%.
Table 7. Most influential factors (and their thresholds) for departure delay propagation.
BN Layer Most Influential Factor Threshold for Reaching a Probability ofHaving Departure Delay >15 min above 60%
Meteorology East wind (coming from the eastand blowing toward the west) An intensity over 15 kts
Airspace ASMA 60 NM Additional timeand holding patterns
Above 10 min for ASMA 60 NM additional
time and more than 2 holding patterns
Infrastructure South runway configuration Combination of south runway configuration,terminal area T123 and 14L departing runway
Operator, aircraft type and route LCCs operating a domestic or intra-European flight, with NB aircraft
Airside Tight scheduled durationof processes
Turnaround and taxi allocated times below the
average for each operation type
IATA delay codes Reactionary Probability of an inherited reactionary delayabove 50%
Regarding the predictive ability (forward scenario) of the causal model (BN), Figure 24 shows a
comparison of real data and BN predicted outputs for the variable “departure delay”. For the real data
histogram, we used a Kernel density estimation approach to obtain a nonparametric representation of
the probability density function of the variable. As explained in Section 3.2.2., the errors for departure
delay estimations had an average value of 10%.Aerospace 2018, 5, x FOR PEER REVIEW  26 of 31 
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Moreover, the causal model (BN) allowed us to set different target levels for time efficiency
and derive conclusions concerning the airport operation, e.g., by establishing different tolerable
values regarding departure delay, we were able to discover issues related to operational strategies.
Table 8 shows an example of backward inference in the BN model—for each departure delay state,
it illustrates the most probable states (and their associated probabilities) regarding different variables.
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The node “departure delay” (node 42 in Figure 14) is discretized into five states (less than −15 min,
−15 to −3 min, −3 to 3 min, 3 to 15 min and more than 15 min). The 15 min threshold for defining
delay has historically been common to both Europe and the US [103–105] and the ±3 min threshold
for punctuality was set by SESAR’s performance metrics [90].
Table 8. Most probable states (and its associated probabilities) for different influence factors, when
setting targets of operational time efficiency.
Departure Delay
(min)
Departure Configuration &
Departure Runway Terminal Area
Aircraft Type
(NB-WB)
Departure Time Frame
(ALDT)
Route Destination &
Operator Type
d < −15 North (75%), 36R (38%) T4 (40%) NB (84%) Evening (13–20 UTC) (42%) European (70%), NCs (70%)
−15 ≤ d < −3 North (75%), 36R (38%) T4 (41%) NB (83%) Evening (13–20 UTC) (39%) European (70%), NCs (68%)
−3 ≤ d < 3 North (70%), 36R (35%) T4 (41%) NB (80%) Evening (13–20 UTC) (41%) Domestic (39%), NCs (69%)
3 ≤ d < 15 North (69%), 36R (37%) T123 (43%) NB (85%) Morning (6–11 UTC) (39%) European (49%), NCs (69%)
15 ≤ d North (65%), 36R (39%) T123 (42%) NB (80%) Morning (6–11 UTC) (38%) European (51%), NCs (70%)
5. Summary and Conclusions
This paper developed an overview of the operations that represent aircraft flow through an
airspace/airside system. In this analysis, we used a dynamic spatial boundary associated with
the E-TMA concept, so that a linkage between inbound and outbound flights could be proposed.
The aircraft flow was characterised by several temporal milestones related to the A-CDM method and
structured by a hieratical task analysis, providing a BPM for the ATV stage.
The application of the methodology to a case study of 34,000 turnarounds (registered at the peak
months of 2016) at Madrid Airport showed that arrival delay increases and accumulates its impact over
the day, due to network effects. However, departure delay does not follow this pattern, which implies
that the airspace/airside system is somehow capable of absorbing a fraction of the arrival delay across
the ATV stage. We analysed this aptitude by studying and characterising the different processes that
were previously identified with the BPM and the milestone approach. This evaluation of the system’s
dynamics was completed with an appraisal of the relationships between the factors that influence
the aircraft flow. We created a probabilistic graphical model, using a Bayesian Network approach
that managed uncertainty at the ATV stage. It predicted outbound delays given the probability of
having different values of the causal control variables. Moreover, by setting a target to the output delay,
the model provided the optimal configuration for the input nodes. Different lessons can be learned
regarding uncertainty propagation, time saturation and system recovery (where to act). The main
potential drivers for delay include the time of the day, congestion at ASMA, weather conditions,
amount of arrival delay, scheduled duration of processes, runway configuration, airline business
model, handling agent, aircraft type, route origin/destination and existence of ATFCM regulations.
Events of longer duration (arrival and turnaround) are the ones that contribute the most to departure
delay, but are also those where more possibilities for recovery exist. In that sense, the model also
informs us about how sensitive the different processes are to changes in arrival delay (arrival delay
elasticity of processes). The proposed methodology has several applications. It can
• Achieve a comprehensive understanding of operations at the ATV stage (airspace/airside integration).
• Appraise the influence of changes in tactical decisions and policies on delay management
(“what-if” scenarios).
• Ensure some target levels of efficiency are met, improve predictability and manage uncertainty
regarding operations through the causal model.
• Estimate the final departure delay (settlement of buffer time and optimal rotation times) using
“forward” analysis.
• Identify the main contributors (causes) to a final delay (locate inefficiencies) using “backward” analysis.
These applications address several challenges of the airport/airline industry—enhancing the
system’s efficiency, improving robustness in the presence of operational uncertainties, easing resource
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allocation with multiple stakeholders and developing a decision-support tool that accounts for delay
dynamics and behaviour. Future work will be focused on improving the accuracy and reliability of
the model (more complete testing data and methodological improvements) and on comparing the
results when the methodology is applied to other airports (generalise the case study). We also need to
analyse potential response strategies/measures (reduce delays, mitigate inefficiencies and optimise
operations), and apply the propagation model to other types of incidents (not just delays).
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